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CHARACTERS

Typhoon, or T (an inflatable plastic decoy)5

Falcon, or F (another inflatable plastic decoy)

 1. Decay] Decoy Hanmer.

 2. The Woods… Fall] The title is from Alfred, Lord Tennyson’s 1860 poem Tithonus:

The woods decay, the woods decay and fall, 
The vapours weep their burthen to the ground, 
Man comes and tills the field and lies beneath, 
And after many a summer dies the swan.

 3. Noh Play] The Noh play is a traditional Japanese theatrical form that found  
traction in Europe in the late nineteenth century, with W. B. Yeats’s discovery  
of it, and in the mid-twentieth with Yeats’s successor Samuel Beckett, to whose 
1952 play Waiting for Godot McCarthy and Banner’s text is clearly indebted.  
Noh Theatre is characterised by masks, stasis or ritualised slow movement  
and storylines involving supernatural beings transformed into costumed heroes 
re-enacting stories.

 4. Fiona Banner… Press] The nature of the collaboration between Banner and 
McCarthy remains unclear. The Woods… Fall was originally published on the 
occasion of Banner’s first solo exhibition in Korea on June 16th (‘Bloomsday’) 
2021 – five years to the day after the launch, at the British Library, of McCarthy’s 
book Typewriters Bombs Jellyfish, which Banner attended, presenting to 
McCarthy afterwards a photograph of her work Mother, 2013, in which all keys 
of a typewriter have been replaced by the repeating letters f-u-c-k. About their 
working method for The Woods… Fall they have been reticent, preferring to let 
critics speculate. While it might be inferred from their initials that Banner wrote  
F’s lines and McCarthy T’s, the correspondence could equally set a false trail.

 5. decoy] A decoy (from ‘duck-cage’) is an artificial device, person or event used 
(typically) in hunting or warfare to lure a quarry or adversary into, or distract their 
attention from, a place or scene of interest. While the warplane-imitating nature  
of the costumed figures here would suggest that the military sense of the word  
is intended, the play’s avian sub-text supports a secondary, ornithological reading 
of the term.



  This text came about when Tom and Fiona embarked on an in-conversation, 
by way of a gallery guide to accompany the first showing of Banner’s film 
Pranayama Organ in Korea, in 2021. They immediately realised the theatre of 
making any literal interpretation of the work, and so instead, using Google 
docs as they live in different countries, this absurdist piece of live writing 
ensued. 

  The dialogue (and footnotes) – assume the overblown posturing of the 
protagonists of the film, also a T and an F (Tornado and Falcon), and echo 
the hostile, jingoistic overtones of Brexit Britain (the film is set on a coast 
that overlooks the channel between the UK and the rest of Europe). Although 
T and F are fixated on a specific place and a time, they are also lost in deep 
time and universal conflict. 

  Emulating the sentiment of Pranayama Organ (but not to be understood  
as a script for the mute creatures), the text poses the fantasy of emasculating 
the tools of conflict. T and F are redundant and forlorn, stuck in a 
combatative bind, as they play out an unrequited desire for intimacy not 
conflict. They hold a pin up to the puffed up toxicus virilatus of the day,  
and the yesterday – and yearn for another future. 

  Pranayama Organ was first staged at Barakat Contemporary in Seoul, a city 
always close to conflict and a radical border. It is now in Venice, a city of 
grandeur, past power, and fragility… A year later, the context has changed  
(it always does) and art seems both redundant and essential. 

  The exhibition Pranayama Typhoon is staged in a basketball court in a converted 
church at Patronato Salesiano, a community playground in Castello, Venice.  
19 April – 22 May 2022.
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THE SETTING

An expanse of soft white space (a margin, a border).

ACT ONE

F and T on white space, roar of air being pumped through them.

 F: Pphhwwsssssssshhhhhsssssswwww!6

 T: Pphhwwsssssssshhhhhsssssswwwhat?

 F: Pphhwwsssssssshhhhhsssssswwwhatever. Don’t act like you 
can’t hear me. Your voice has all the same defects as mine, the 
same tongue-tie and lisp. Pphhwwsssh. Overbite and underbite, 
ankyloglossia7, thrust fricatives…

 T: Our fricatives are fucked, it’s true.

 F: The same lung-stretching gasp for a… Pphhwwssshh…

(Pause)

 F: What is this place?

 T: What place?

 F: This place where we are now.

 T: What’s any place? A marker, a psshhhhh, a psshhhhssssy, a 
pssshhhhhsynecdoche… It’s everywhere and nowhere.

 F: By Deus deuce8… everywhere and nowhere indeed… You’re 
coming over all omni-potent… Don’t give me that hot wind. 
Pphhwwssspec… Phhwwsspecific: just set the stage!

 6. Pphhwwsssssssshhhhhsssssswwww!] Pphhwwsssshhiissssaawwww F1; 
Pphhiisssshhiissssaaw Pope.

 7. overbite…ankyloglossia] congenital oral anomalies resulting in speech defects.  
In addition, ‘white overbite’ was a colloquial early C21st term to characterise  
the (usually involuntary) gesture made by white men as, in courtship rituals,  
they preened themselves and danced to black music at discos.

 8. By Deus deuce] F puns on the Latin for ‘God’ and the French ‘Deux de Jeu’.



 T: Let’s say that it’s a beach. That we are beached.9

 F: Beached indeed! We’re stranded.

 T: (reciting, as though from an encyclopaedia entry): Cliff End 
Beach is located 5 miles (8.0 km) north-east of Hastings on the 
edge of the village of Pett Level, Sussex, England10…

 F: I get the picture… World, Universe, Inner Outer Space etc… 
Navel gazer – you zoom in – I’ll zoom out. (aside) Pett? More  
of a wild beast…

 T: Ppsshhwww. It marks the Western end of both the Royal Military 
Canal and the 1940s sea defence wall. The Saxon Shore Way 
passes through Pett Level. Pett parish church is dedicated to  
St Mary and…

 F: OK, I get the pictch,11 bitch. More of a border than a channel.12 
More to the point: when is this place?

 T: That depends where you place the cursor on the time-line. This 
is flooded woodland; it was once an ancient forest, during the 
Cretaceous period.13

 9. beach… beached ] T institutes a verbal double-play. A beach is a landform 
alongside a body of water which consists of loose particles typically made from 
rock, such as sand, gravel, shingle, pebbles, etc., or biological sources, such 
as mollusc shells or coralline algae. Sediments settle in different densities and 
structures, depending on the local wave action and weather, creating different 
textures, colours and gradients or layers of material. Beached carries a sense  
of abandonment, decrepitude – of being ‘washed up’.

 10. Cliff End… England ] The authors appear to be copying and pasting straight from 
Wikipedia. The beach is also home to many birds, who seem to live in fissures in 
the rock. It is also the arrival place, historically, of smugglers (the local pub is called 
The Smuggler), and in recent years migrants crossing the Channel in flimsy grey 
inflatable dinghies. 

 11. pictch] pitch F1, F2; picture Pope, Wilson, Rowe; Pict Delius, F.

 12. channel] Reference to La Manche, locally known as ‘The English Channel’, which 
abuts the beach on which The Woods… Fall’s action unfolds. For the English neo-
nationalists who had assumed power shortly prior to the play’s composition, this 
strip of sea served an almost-sacred function of demarcating a supposed domain 
of English ‘sovereignty’. Although this is the busiest waterway in the world it often 
serves as border more than channel.

 13. Cretaceous period] Geological epoch, roughly 145–66 million years BCE. Derived 
from ‘creta’, chalk (like that which forms the area’s white cliffs); also possible 
root of ‘cretin’, due to the pallor of those affected by congenital iodine deficiency 
syndrome, or cretinism.



 F: You’re a cretaceous period, you bleeding cretin. Full stop. (aside: 
breath in, pause, whatever…) The cursor is blinking…it is always 
now!

 T: Mock all you like, but I can feel the force of history, pre-history 
– the sediment, the millions of trees and trilobytes, the urolites 
and coprolites and burrows, the trace-fossils,14 rising from these 
palimpsestic sand-flats – coursing through me.

 F: All I see coursing through you is wind. A great column of it.

 T: And why not? I’m named after the wind. I’m a Typhoon: monsoon 
trough, knotted windspeed, wild vorticity, hot core and outflow 
boundary, outflow jets…

 F: Jets now?

 T: Oh yes. I’m that too: I’m a jet, stealth-fighter, EF2000,15 highly 
agile at both supersonic and low speeds, radar-absorbent, roll-
control and pitch-control and ailerons and canards redirecting 
airflow to my inner elevons, or ‘flaps’. My cock –

 F: Ppssswwhh! Your cock?16

 T: My cockpit has wide angle head-up display (HUD), Helmet 
Mounted Symbology System (HMSS) and hands-on throttle and 
stick (HOTAS).17

 F: You think you’ve got a HOTAS? I can see your pumped up 
umbilicus poking right through it. You’re on an anal ventilator! 
Hot ass, my arse!

 14. urolites…fossils] The same sequence of words appears in Section 10.8 of 
McCarthy’s 2015 novel Satin Island, published six years prior to The Woods… 
Fall. Its repetition here would suggest either that McCarthy, penning this line, lazily 
recycled a previous one of his own; or that Banner, penning it, provocatively ‘stole’ 
it and paraded the theft before her co-author as a private (if publicly-staged) joke.

 15. EF2000] The Eurofighter Typhoon, a twin-engine, canard delta-wing, multirole 
fighter plane, has been deployed by NATO since 2003.

 16. cock?] F interrupts T to extract from ‘cockpit’ a colloquialism for the penis.  
(cf Ophelia, H 4.3.58: By cock they are to blame.) ‘Cock’ is also a name for the  
male fowl, or rooster. By association F is implying T is seeing with his penis.

 17. HUD… HMSS…HOTAS] All acronyms for RAF aviation hard- and software.



 T: Don’t be profane! It’s pneuma, Atem;18 it’s the breath of God! It’s 
whistling, singing choirs, organ thunder…

 F: Organ’s right.19 Pipe bellows, flatus20… (the flaps open, the wings lift 
wide. Then fall…)

Organ music builds and reaches an almost unbearable [verbose] pitch.

 T: F… F… F… Well, what about you? You’ve got one too…

 F: Ff.. ff… it’s my nom de plume. Me fine plumage, it’s me sartorial 
frongs, me upholstery – shimmering in the…

 T: You’re not a shimmerer – you’re a chimera! Up your hole-stery 
indeed…

 F: (visibly ruffled): I’m a Falcon!21 A raptor, bird of prey, falconidae.  
I have fowl-clasping talons. Best eyesight in the kingdom, bird’s-eye 
camera, telephoto eye-I in the sky… What you lack is perspective!22 
Me, I scan the ringed world as I ride the wind. Ff-ffastest animal on 
earth! I’ve been recorded at 320 kmh…

 T: Imperial measures please!

 F: Imperial my butt! Enough already. 240 miles an hour. From azure 
heights23 I hover and I dive, my vision tracking, analysing, parsing all 

 18. pneuma, Atem] for the ancient Greeks, pneuma (πνεῦμα, or ‘breath’) was synonymous 
with ‘spirit’. Atem, its German equivalent, corresponds with the Sanskrit prana, root of 
the compound pranayama, breath suspension. 

 19. Organ] irreverent euphimism for penis, see passim.

 20. flatus] Intestinal gas, or flatus, root of flatulence, was thought throughout the Medieval 
period to be linked to boorish verbosity, to being a ‘windbag’.

 21. Falcon] The F-16 Fighting Falcon is a single-engine multi-role fighter aircraft deployed 
by the US Airforce in 1979, now used by various other airforces globally. 

 22. perspective] Banner is Professor of Perspective at The Royal(e) Academy (London).

 23. clasping… ringed world… azure heights] The passage elliptically reprises and rearranges 
fragments of Tennyson’s 1851 poem The Eagle:

He clasps the crag with crooked hands; 
Close to the sun in lonely lands,  
Ring’d with the azure world, he stands.

The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls;  
He watches from his mountain walls, 
And like a thunderbolt he falls.



the while, my bird-brain running metrics, droning, bringing all 
things into ff-fff-ffocus…

 T: Ppiisshaawww! Yeah I get it tooth and claw, you’re up for it…  
So puff-ff-ed up…

 F: Ff… Fff… Ffffuck off! Overblown… So bold, so CAPITAL.

 T: And you’re so bloody cursive, looping, doodling. So… italics!

Pause. F and T move slowly apart, then begin to loop around each 
other, as though weighing up whether or not to attack, or perhaps 
simply maintaining a holding-pattern.

ACT TWO

F and T’s loops and gyres24 bringing them progressively closer to 
one another.

 T: Falcon?

 F: Typhoon.

 T: Falcon, I’m feeling…

 F: Ffff… feeling…?

 T: Feeling strangely friendly. This air’s giving me an uplift. Windsock 
rising,25 fair-to-middling, growing stormy26…

 24. gyres] The use of this term as a stage direction, considered in view of the falconry 
theme running through the play, would seem to make an elliptical reference to the 
opening lines of W. B. Yeats’s 1919 poem The Second Coming:

Turning and turning in the widening gyre 
The falcon cannot hear the falconer; 
Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold…

 25. Windsock rising] This could also be a reference to Banner’s 2014 film Tête-a-Tête,  
a conversation between two windsocks.

 26. fair… stormy] The diction here mimics that of the BBC’s Shipping Forecast.



 F: Ahhhhhhh Typhoon, ailus erectus… umbilicus connectus.27 Ff-
ffeathers ruffling, tail expanding… me tube’s dilating… Don’t let 
Toxicus Virilitatis unite us.

 T: And my undercarriage: spreading… drawn out by your plumage. 
I know it’s just trompe-l’oeil,28 all subterfuge and camouflage, 
mummery and mimicry – yet still… my disbelief’s suspended, 
quite upended: old Aristotle,29 girding up my throttle, hands on, 
head-up, helmet-mounted –

 F: Placebo a gogog.30 My horny beak…

F and T’s flight patterns have now brought them into contact:  
the two plastic shapes start to merge into one.

 F: Typhoon?

 T: Yes, my Falcon?

 F: Use a ffppphhhrophyllactic. (Zygotes join and separate.)

 T: I’m all prophylactic: rubber, fetish… Torque and thrust…  
I’m king of my domain: Priam,31 priapic with the memory of… 
every battle… Immelman and barrel roll, yaw-roll, hi yo-yo,  
pitch and slice32… Half a league, half a league onwards33…  

 27. ailus… connectus] The Latin compounds here are ‘cod’, or bawdy-farcical. While 
ailus is wing, connectus is an entirely made-up participial adjective (the correct form 
would be connexus).

 28. trompe-l’oeil] Painterly technique, first named as such by Louis-Léopold Boilly in 
1800 but dating all the way back to antiquity. Trompe-l’oeil creates the illusion of 
depth, thus tricking (tromper) the eye (l’oeil) of the viewer.

 29. disbelief… Aristotle] In his Poetics, Aristotle cites ‘suspension of disbelief’ as a 
fundamental property of theatre.

 30. a gogog] agog Pope; agogo F1.

 31. Priam] King of Troy in Greek mythology; father of Hector and Paris.

 32. Immelman… slice] T lists several manoeuvres common to World War One aerial 
combat.

 33. Half a league, half a league onwards] Part of the opening line of Tennyson’s 1854 
poem Charge of the Light Brigade, text much loved by contemporary English-
nationalist politicians and educators, who seemed unaware that it narrated a 
catastrophic charge into defeat – in sports parlance, an ‘own goal’.



I’m Phalanx, column and division; platoon, penetration…  
These white, ah, these white cliffs… Never, never…34  

 F: (at this Falcon although in the grips of being transported rolls its 
cockpit… as if to say this is one charging lord too many, get over 
your mansplaning hot-airplane-ing): FFF… Fric… fric… fricative 
me! I’m torn, I’m transported! My channel is vibrating with 
resistance; now the tension’s building, I’m loosing control…

 T: Raptor, I’m wrapped, I’m enraptured!

 F: I’m ruptured! PPppppssshhhhhhhhwwwwwwwwww………

INTERMISSION

 F: (internal monologue, spoken as though through a speaker, or  
as though straight into audience’s skull without being ‘heard’  
as such – a murmuration35): God help us… it’s like the tide is 
always out, wave after wave, retreat, retraction… Like the sea’s  
in intermission…

 T: (ditto): Don’t you mean remission?

 F: (ditto): It’s all mission impossible.36 37 38 (Hollywood heroic music 
plays on an organ – at first bold and tuneful, but increasingly slow, 
flat and entropic, dying down to a single, drawn-out note.)

 34. These white… never] T mixes hubristic fragments of much-quoted rousing 
speeches with snatches of popular patriotic songs, producing a kind of frantic, 
masturbatory nationalist cant.

 35. murmuration] This term has a dual sense: firstly, of quietly, intimately spoken words 
and phrases; secondly, of the shifting geometric shapes, the vortices and funnels, 
formed by flocking starlings.

 36. mission impossible] Mission Impossible F3.

 37. mission impossible] Reference to a popular action-film franchise of the same name, 
starring the lead actor from an earlier film-franchise about fighter pilots.

 38. Barystatic sea level rises are notable here – the cliffs are falling away.



ACT THREE

Same setting. Roar of the air-pumps’ motors has stopped, leaving 
just the sound of air escaping from the two decoys, who are now 
crumpled about one another.

 T: That brought you down a bit.

 F: I feel deflated.

 T: I feel petrified – like a child, clinging to its mother… like a fallen 
soldier, fallen tree, turned into stone, Medway Medea-d… I’m old 
wood and sap… sinking, all sin-drenched…

 F: Never mind deflated: how will this be rated?

 T: Rated?

 F: Reviewed. I see it looming in my mind’s eye’s rear-view mirror.

 T: What? Your looming rear?

 F: My rear-view mirror: advance memory. FF-ffuture anterior: post-
hoc prae-perfect post-partum preteritum.39 That’s where it looms.

 T: What does?

 F: A bad review!

 T: Re-view? Your mind’s eye’s overactive. No one’s watching, no 
one’s reading this.

 F: Then why did we just…? Why are we…? (crest deflated, suddenly 
pricked by the circular and yet universal wind and rewind of this 
puffed scenario).

 T: Who knows? We rode the wind. The wind was there; it had a 
certain frequency, a texture, a molecularity. We rode it. Nothing 
more to say.

 F: Nor breath to say it. I’m not getting any air-feed… Pshh… Pshh…

 39. FF-ffuture… preteritum] F seems to merge an attempt to formulate the future-
anterior (what will have happened), characterised by Jean-François Lyotard as the 
tense proper to the ‘postmodern condition’, with post-natal (or post-partum) medical 
and psychological complications such as depression.



 T: You don’t need it. Psh… Pshh… Neither do I. We’re pumped out.

 F: Ttt… TT… Typhoon?

 T: FF… FF… Falcon?

 F: What will hh… hhpsshhc… happen to us?

 T: I imagine we’ll degrade… mulch down… merge with all the 
trilobytes and coprolites, the fossils and their traces… ff-fade into 
the palimpsest… Millennia from now gaggles of archeologists 
and pleasure seekers, treasure-hunters, lovers, poets, pissing dogs 
will sniff and dig us out…

 F: Then it was worth it. Something happened. There’s a trace.

 T: Whatever. I sss-suppose so… I’m too tired to think about it 
though…

 F: Me too…

 T: But then, just for a moment…

 F: What?

 T: For a moment we were gods.

 F: We were gods. We were gods with anuses.40

FIN

 40. gods with anuses] The reference is to cultural anthropologist Ernest Becker’s 1974 
study The Denial of Death; also to a track of the same name from post-punk band 
The Flagellants’ 2020 album Immör(t)ality. Also the title of one of Banner’s works in 
the 2021 exhibition Pranayama Typhoon, (Seoul, 2021) in the context of which The 
Woods… Fall was originally commissioned.



Fiona Banner aka The Vanity Press. Runway: Falcon Cloak. Vogue Korea, 2021. Model Evangeline Ling. Photographed by Emma Summerton.
피오나 배너 일명 베니티 프레스. 활주로: 팔콘 망토. 보그 코리아, 2021년. 포토그래퍼 엠마 서머턴. 



Fiona Banner aka The Vanity Press. Runway: Baby Falcon. Vogue Korea, 2021. Model Evangeline Ling. Photographed by Emma Summerton.
피오나 배너 일명 베니티 프레스. 활주로: 아기 팔콘. 보그 코 리아, 2021년. 포토그래퍼 엠마 서머턴.



 PRANAYAMA ORGAN:                                                                    
E IGHT THOUGHTS

Joanna Pocock

 
 

I. OPPOSITES: RECTO & VERSO

The night I watched Fiona Banner’s Pranayama Organ for the first 
time, I had a dream. It was a word-dream and when I woke up I 
wrote this down:

Hard / Soft 
Hardware / Software 
Hard wear / Soft wear 
Hard where? / Soft where?

Fiona Banner aka The Vanity Press  
 
Pranayama Typhoon  
 
Patronato Salesiano Leone XIII, Venice 
 19 April – 22 May 2022 



II. BORDER

Two characters are sprawled on a shingle beach in the hazy light of 
dawn – the tide is way out. Our protagonists are not human; they are 
full-scale inflatable military decoy aircrafts: one is a hunter, a Falcon; 
the other is a Typhoon, named for the extreme wind. Both can soar; 
both can kill. Seen from a bird’s eye view, these inflatable military 
dummies can (and do) stand in for the real thing, the hardware. Like 
language they are placeholders for meaning and action.

Banner’s ten-minute film Pranayama Organ was made during 
lockdown of 2021 on a beach called Pett Level, a strip of shingle along 
the south coast of England. This coastal area near the artist’s studio 
borders the English Channel, a contentious sea separating the UK 
from the rest of Europe. It lies between a submerged petrified forest 
under the seabed and an eroding cliff face. In recent years record 
numbers of refugees have crossed the Channel in small boats, some 
arriving at this very place. This rocky, craggy, history-laden landscape 
is the setting for Banner’s film, providing a timeless, mythic backdrop 
– a porous border – that seems to exist in both past and future, in new 
spatial and temporal territory reflecting our charged era of lockdowns, 
climate and environmental disruption, increased migration and 
escalating conflict.

III. AIR

Banner’s film begins with the hypnotic sound of a woman taking a 
slow deep breath:

In and out  
In / Out  
Repeat

 
You can hear the air as it passes the woman’s lips. Then the music 
builds, its dramatic chords creating a mood of ritual and conflict, 
heroism and bathos. The practice of pranayama is an ancient method 
of controlled breathing. The word comes to us from the Sanskrit – 
‘prana’ meaning ‘vital life force’. Pranayama focuses on the balance 
between the in breath and the out breath. It brings our attention 
to the space, that moment that exists between the in and the out. 
Banner’s exhibition title, Pranayama Typhoon, thus can be read as  
the place where a breath or peaceful wind meets a violent one.  
It is a title that encompasses opposites.

As the characters on the beach continue to emerge – their breaths 
going in and out – a single note is played on a church organ. This 
controlled surge of air pushes through the pipes of the instrument. 



The soundtrack of the human breath has expanded to incorporate 
another kind of breath, a mechanical pranayama that is exhaled 
from this ‘organ’ – the word itself alluding to our internal organs, 
most obviously our lungs and radiating its meaning further towards 
our outer organs, the largest being our skin which, holding our 
bodies together, acts as a boundary between the inside and the 
outside. The ‘organ’ referenced here is also the most euphemised  
of all – the male organ:

Hard / Soft 
Flaccid / Erect 
Full / Empty 
In / Out

IV. PUNCTUATION: PERIOD & PAUSE

In the North Sea, the large expanse of water lying above the 
narrowest part of the Channel, is a marine protected area called 
Dogger Bank. On the sea bed there – a site that was once a spit of 
land connecting Britain to continental Europe – lie two massive 
granite-hewn full stop sculptures in the fonts of Peanuts and Orator. 
They were launched from the Greenpeace boat Esperanza and now 
lie in their watery bed as part of an underwater boulder barrier 
against destructive fishing. They are part of a series of three granite 
full stops, the other being Klang, deposited by Banner outside the 
Department of Environment, Farming and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) 
in London which is also the home office. Language as action, in 
protest at the UK government’s lack of intervention into illegal 
bottom trawler fishing and the irreparable damage this causes to 
marine environments.

The underwater full stops, which complete Banner’s granite ellipsis, 
lie on the sea floor – the text’s baseline also becoming the Earth’s 
base line. As full stops these sculptures summon thoughts of 
endings, they symbolise the space between one thought or word 
and the next. Yet, as an ellipsis these massive boulders become 
an invitation to another possibility. Carved from a material that 
is formed by deep time, there is something of the infinite in this 
ellipsis.

V. BREATH

Full stops, in essence, represent the breath. On a page or screen they 
are the spaces between sentences, ideas and thoughts. Spoken aloud, 
or performed, full stops become both the silence and the controlled 
breath that enable the next word or thought to emerge. A period is 
breath-taking. In Pranayama Organ, the breath is not a printed dot, 



nor an oil-painted seascape with a full stop taking the place of  
a ship, nor a granite sculpture lying deep beneath the sea. The 
breath takes a visual, temporal and aural form in the pranayama 
enacted by Falcon and Typhoon. It is the breath that gives shape. It 
is air that gives them the illusion of being. It exists both outside and 
inside these inflatable forms. While the figures emerge to perform 
their silent conflict, it is the human and mechanical breath that we 
hear. The figures exist in a world where words have fallen away and 
been replaced by the breath, by rising chords and a song of wind, 
made of wind.

VI. VERSES / VERSUS

Typhoon and Falcon further inflate. They wake from their slumber. 
Could it be someone’s breath or simply the air around them filling 
their bodies? We watch this dream-like origin story of the breath – 
first in and then out, that is the narrative. These decoys are acting 
out a secular mystery play before us in real time.

They rise after sleep, this existential state of non-being. Could this 
be a political reawakening or a coming into power? The dawn of a 
new consciousness? These creatures – part human, part bird, part 
automaton – tentatively explore each other. Their noses touch. 
They enact this ritual, both familiar to us and, yet, somehow other. 
They are gentle, vulnerable. Their desire is unrequited. When 
hard military metal is transformed into softness, can violence be 
transformed into desire? They seek something in their erotic dance, 
in their darkly comical gestures:

Rise / Fall 
Advance / Retreat 
Courtship / Combat 
Court / Repel

 
The soundscape moves from breathing and the pulsing of air 
through an organ to that of a human voice. A woman sings, her 
breath giving physical presence to the wind, the air that we can’t 
see, ‘for we are creatures of the wind’. Against this soundtrack, the 
inflatable aircrafts lie, post-coital on the beach. They are spent.  
They have spent. But it cannot be bombs they have spent, nor 
semen. It is air. They collapse. They are expired.

VII. FORM

Sculptures are ‘erected’. We are used to reading that word in this 
context. These inflatable decoys also rise, but can it be called an 



erection when they are filled with breath, with invisible air? One 
inflatable rises vertically towards the bright sun. Is it Icarus or the 
first spring blossom? Or in this age of environmental fragility can  
a blossom’s reach also be taken as hubris?

Birds erupt in the frame of the film. They appear to soar or to seek 
refuge in the sandstone cliffs. A bird appears over the shoulder of 
Falcon. The inflatables, this time human scale, become costumes 
worn by two figures (one of whom is the artist herself ); they are also 
‘creatures of the wind’. On this blustery coast, their clothes, their 
bodies, are pulled and pushed by this invisible force of nature as 
they hold their ground ‘love is like the wind.’

The soundtrack to the film was recorded by Banner and friends 
in an empty East London church during the 2021 lockdown. In 
Venice, Pranayama Organ has found its way back into a church, 
albeit one that has been converted into a children’s gymnasium 
where the altar has been replaced by a basketball hoop and the old 
symmetry of the church and its pews replaced with pitch markings. 
The music fills the basketball court, underscoring the tension of 
the work. The weight of the soundtrack here belies the potential 
lightness of the inflatables.

The film is projected in front of the hoop at the far end of the court, 
its projector resting on a granite boulder – objects with different 
electrical charges and memories embedded, a reference to deep time 
embodied in the geological form of the boulder and to Banner’s full 
stops hurled off the Greenpeace boat into the North Sea and the 
otherworldly narrative time within the projector’s beam. The breath, 
the organ’s breath then take the form of a voice singing and skirting 
the edges of the iconic song ‘Wild is the Wind’.

VIII. GROUND

The mood shifts. Typhoon and Falcon fight, they strike poses. 
They do not seem convinced of their stance. They are confused, 
disorientated. Have they changed their minds? They do not want  
to fight. Have they forgotten what they are fighting for (or even  
that they are fighting). We are watching a denouement of sorts,  
an emptying of air, the cycle of pranayama writ large.

The sun eclipses our vision. The sound of the breath returns. Always 
the breath:

Ware / Wear / Where?  
In / Out  
Hard / Soft
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